Summary

1. Was the information at the Roundtable presented clearly?

![Bar chart showing responses](chart.png)

- Strongly Disagree: 1 0 0%
- 2 0 0%
- 3 2 15.4%
- 4 6 46.2%
- Strongly Agree: 5 5 38.5%

Comments (optional)

The presenters were all very well prepared and very knowledgeable in their respective subject area.

Huge thank you to everyone who stepped up to the podium.

2. Will you use the information presented in your daily work?
Comments (optional)

Great slides for cost share — simple, easy to understand

3. What did you like most about this Roundtable?

The updates on HR-RA collaboration, FLSA and future HR projects; as well as Intranet new development. This Roundtable presentation truly exemplified the cross functional team at work.

I learned that you can change the Subject line in Gmail... now I just have to figure out how.

Materials/slides

Information I never knew about BFS, pre-encumbrances and the neat trick of uploading zillions of journals entries fast. Managing funds is no easy task!

When Cynthia said that her presentation won’t have any accounting in it. Had a good laugh on that one.

Presenters were all very organized & professional - it was a good use of everyone's time.

Selected topics

It presented insight into what other RSOs do to be efficient as well as ways to go around problems in their daily work.

Update and future planning about Intranet.

4. What could have improved this Roundtable?

Projection and lighting in the room to improve the visibility of projected content on the screen.

The Woz Lounge is a great large room for crowds, however, because there are no shades on the tall windows, seeing the presentation on the big screen is challenging. Can Soda Hall provide temporary, removable covers for the windows near the projection screen for better visibility?
Perhaps a vote on what are popular topics that the RA / broader ERSO community wants a refresher on - to have the group decide what needs to be clarified via a presentation.

5. Please tell us about your Best Practices.

Rules of the Certification Road: Rule #1 for PIs --- certify the report if the CF2 is yours, otherwise leave it alone and consult your RSO or ERC. Coming soon to the RSO-Shares folder!

Name (optional)

Cathy Weaver
Tom

Number of daily responses

0
4
8
12
16